
500 MINES AND MINERALS 

experimental and development work is conducted on the treatment of ores and 
products from the properties of Eldorado Mining and Refining Limited, a Crown 
company. 

The work of the Industrial Minerals Division consists of tests, research and 
investigative work on industrial minerals, including water used for industrial 
purposes. The Division makes field studies of deposits, examines industrial pro
cesses utilizing them and conducts research into methods of beneficiating minerals 
from deposits of marginal and submarginal quality to bring them to the standards 
demanded by modern industry. 

The Fuels Division studies the type, quality and uses of all fuels. I t makes 
studies of production methods, largely for the purpose of devising cheaper and more 
efficient methods of mining, preparing, processing and utilizing coals. Work in the 
field or laboratories includes: the investigation of methods of mining, particularly 
of rock pressures in relation to the economical mining of coal at depth, and of coal 
preparation such as the cleaning and utilization of the low-grade finer sizes of bitu
minous coal which predominate in Canadian mining operations; the development of 
a coal-fired gas-turbine; investigations into the making of coke for foundry and other 
metallurgical uses, and into the increased use of Canadian coal in domestic stokers; 
high-pressure hydrogenation tests on coal for the production of synthetic liquid 
fuel, and hydrogenation as applied to the refining of oil from the bituminous sands of 
Alberta; and analyses of crude oils and natural-gas products. 

The Physical Metallurgy Division aids the metal industries through the 
development of new alloys, new manufacturing techniques and new applications, 
and in activities aimed toward improving present practices in metal fabrication. It 
serves the Department of National Defence by extensive research and investigative 
work concerned broadly with the development of defence materials and prototype 
equipment and with the metallurgical problems of that Department. The Division 
also handles the metallurgical problems of the atomic energy project at Chalk 
River, Ont. 

The Mineral Resources Division provides a mineral information service that is 
freely used by government departments, mining and allied industries, and others 
interested in mining or its significance in the Canadian economy. A mineral 
resources index inventory is maintained of all known occurrences and of mines, 
both active and potential, special attention being given to those minerals in which 
Canada is deficient. The Division makes economic studies of different phases 
of the mining industry. It gives technical advice as required for the administration 
of the Emergency Gold Mining Assistance Act and prepares reports, on request, to 
aid in the administration of such matters as: tax exemptions on new mining prop
erties; tax deductions as an encouragement to prospecting for base metals, other 
minerals and petroleum; and tax allowances for the drilling of deep-test wells for 
oil in unproven fields. 

Dominion Observatories.—The two main units of the Dominion Observatories 
are the Dominion Observatory at Ottawa, Ont., and the Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory at Victoria, B.C. Permanent magnetic observatories are maintained 
at Agincourt, Ont., Meanook, Alta., and at Resolute Bay and Baker Lake, N.W.T. 
Seismic stations for recording earthquakes are operated at Victoria, Horseshoe Bay 
and Alberni, B.C.; Ottawa and Kirkland Lake, Ont.; Seven Falls and Shawinigan 
Falls, Que.; Halifax, N.S.; Saskatoon, Sask.; and Resolute Bay, N.W.T. 


